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Welcome to iTradePrice

 First of all a big “Thank You” for joining the iTradePrice platform. We like to trade 
without any emotions involved, and want you to do the same. 

 Let the charts do the talking and decision making for us. We base trades on trading 
setups, price action, and support/resistance levels. Keep it simple.

 We share the 'Why' behind my trades, Entry/Exit, along with Pre-Alerts so you have 
time to prepare an order and avoid slippage. 

 Our goal is to make you self-sufficient and be able to spot trades on your own.



Two 
Members-
only Twitter 
Accounts

 We have 2 Members-only Twitter accounts:
 @iTradePrice: This Twitter account is for Options Trading, Commentary, 

Entry/exits, explanation of why we entered a trade, any follow-up notes, 
etc. The morning Chart-levels are also shared on this Twitter account.

 @iTradePrice_SwingTrades: This Twitter account is for equity only Swing 
trades and ideas along with chart analysis.



Day Trading

Day trading is defined as buying and selling of a security within a single trading day. It can 
occur in any marketplace but is most common in forex, options, futures, and stocks. Day 
traders are looking for quick profits. They use leverage for short-term trading strategies to 
capitalize on small price movements in highly liquid stocks or currencies. 

The motivation of a day trader is to make money. However, if you expect to get rich in two 
months trading stocks or options, trust me – you will end up blowing your account. Patience, 
and reasonable expectations are a must as you enter this world of Day trading. 

Our personal goal from day trading is Daily/Weekly income. For long-term growth, you should 
be investing – not trading. Day Trading is NOT Investing. It is for Income – not growth. 
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Trading Methodology and Setups

We use form of Technical analysis that 
uses market data and focuses on the 
most important variable: Price. 

If you want to be successful, you must 
master few Trading setups, and repeat 
them day in, and day out. 

The 6 points on the side tell you the basis 
of my Price Action Trading.



Next Step - #1

 After signing up to the iTradePrice platform – Kindly send a follow request on both of our 

private Twitter accounts.



Next Step - #2

 Kindly go to the iTradePrice
website, and click on the 
“Trades and Alerts” tab. You 
should be able to see the 
Trend Bar Failure, Pressure 
Zone and Weak pull back 
setups. Go through those as I 
use and refer to these trading 
setups in my commentary 
and notes. I intend to keep 
adding more setups 
periodically.



Next Step - #3

 Visit YouTube channel of iTradePrice at 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMLTV8w2mIvt9IJJvMHWZTQ

Please subscribe to the channel so you remain up-to-date on any informational videos & trade reviews

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMLTV8w2mIvt9IJJvMHWZTQ


Next Step - #4

 Visit ‘Learning’ 
page on the 
website as it will 
help you with 
trade entries and 
execution 

https://www.itradepri
ce.com/learning

https://www.mommytrading.com/learning
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Success

The psychological aspect of trading is extremely 
important. Traders must think fast and make some quick 
decisions. Therefore, if you are a day trader, a certain 
presence of mind is needed. To make it all effective, you 
need patience, discipline, and a consistent 
methodology with a proven track record. Moreover it is 
good to have reasonable monetary goals – otherwise 
there is NO end to it. Everything takes time. Losses are 
part of this journey. Accept them and Learn from it. 

Remember – Our goal is to make you a well-informed, 
and an independent disciplined Trader. 



Few Thoughts….

 Start small. You don’t have to start making money from Day 1 or Week 1. Absorb my 
style of trading. Paper trade for the first week may be to get some idea on how I 
trade.

 Paper trading for the first week or so is also a good option. That way you will observe 
how and when to enter trades, what is the best way to execute (limit or Mkt orders). 

 If you have any questions regarding the trading setups, go ahead and ask before 
you start trading with actual funds.



Thank you…..

The general perception about Day Trading is that it is very stressful and time consuming. 
Moreover it requires a lot of money and understanding of the charts and markets. 

ABSOLUTELY NO !!

Yes you do need to be able to read charts, understand market behavior etc. But you 
can learn all that while trading. 

All we use is Price action and Trading setups. 

We plan, and as the plan comes to life, We react. 

Simple !!

No need to take stress – No need to predict where the stock will go…..



Trading Guide

With learning and a little bit of hard work, we have 
been able to achieve good results in a short amount 
of time. A lot of beginners (and even experts) try to 
predict the price, which is a wrong approach. As 
traders we should be Reacting to the market moves. 
You need to plan out your trade based on few 
setups. If it executes - well & good. Otherwise move 
on to the next setup. No need to guess.

If you want to be an independent trader one day –

We do provide the concepts, knowledge, and 
specific trading setups that we use in our trades 

every day. Check out the Guide here.

Guide is 
available on the 

website

https://www.itradeprice.com/guides
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